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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new Damage Accumulation machine
health indicator that trades precision for ease of use and broad
applicability, effectively addressing the challenges of
practically applying continuous monitoring to large numbers
of assets such as pumps, motors, gearboxes, and fans.
Damage Accumulation offers comprehensive early warning
indication for a broad range of faults that can in turn be used
to trigger detailed analysis. Damage Accumulation is a time
series vibration analysis technique that estimates the rate at
which damage is accumulated at a given location. This
indicator accounts for time-varying symptoms in machines
which are often overlooked by traditional vibration
diagnostic frequency analysis or time series analysis. It also
considers the contribution of repeated load reversal cycles to
component damage and the nonlinearity in the relationship
between damage and vibration amplitude. This paper
presents the fatigue analysis foundation of Damage
Accumulation and demonstrates its efficacy in a bench test
and in a high pressure pumping field example.
1. INTRODUCTION
With recent advancements in low power electronics, M2M
communication, and cloud resources, it is now possible to
cost-effectively monitor the health of Balance of Plant (BoP)
assets continuously. The BoP refers to equipment supporting
primary assets such as turbines in power plants. BoP
equipment includes fans, pumps, and motors which are found
in most industrial facilities, chemical plants, and
manufacturing plants. The health of these less critical assets
is typically not monitored, or is monitored with infrequent,
Jacob Loverich, et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
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periodic route-based techniques. Continuous machine health
monitoring has the potential to offer dramatic improvements
over traditional reliability programs by virtue of the much
larger amount of machine health evidence, near real-time
results, and analysis across a range of operating conditions.
A challenge remains in deriving practical value from
continuous monitoring, considering the limited knowledge of
operators and maintainers in the BoP, small budgets for setup
and customization of data analysis, and the large volume of
data that must be analyzed.
The Damage Accumulation indicator addresses these
challenges by reducing the upfront installation and setup cost,
simplifying analysis, and supporting existing route-based
monitoring programs. Using the Damage Accumulation
indicator in combination with continuous monitoring enables
the requirement for absolute precision in heath monitoring
and forecasting to be relaxed and is justifiable for the BoP
because asset cost is relatively low and scheduled downtime
is frequent. In this paradigm, practical cost savings are
derived mainly from moving unscheduled maintenance into
scheduled time slots. This requires failure prediction with a
time resolution that is shorter than the scheduled downtime
interval. High probability fault identification on such time
scales is achievable using the proposed Damage
Accumulation analysis technique. This is in contrast to the
higher precision needed to derive value from route
monitoring where the inspection interval is typically much
longer than the downtime interval. In route monitoring, the
machine health evidence is only a brief snapshot versus the
thorough evidence provided by continuous monitoring.
Additional value is derived from the proposed methods,
based on the new ability to provide easy to understand and
actionable machine health status in near real time to operators
to avoid problematic conditions. Avoiding these conditions
in industrial facilities is typically not well served by detailed
diagnostic or prognostic tools and analysis since most of
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these conditions occur unexpectedly, are temporary, and are
difficult to model.

devices and performed on a monthly basis. A typical facility
may have hundreds of monitoring points.

This paper presents the fatigue analysis foundation of
Damage Accumulation and its practical applicability. The
value and limitation of this indicator is demonstrated for
unbalance, misalignment, and soft foot seeded faults on a test
stand. An infield application of Damage Accumulation is
described for a hydraulic pump. In these cases, Damage
Accumulation is shown to identify the machine faults more
comprehensively than traditional time series and frequency
spectrum analysis techniques.

In a typical application scenario, the onset and progression of
faults such as unbalance and bearing wear are tracked. When
fault indicators approach critical thresholds, specific
maintenance is scheduled to prevent failure events and the
resulting unscheduled maintenance. With this approach, the
correct parts can be ordered in advance and are on hand to
perform scheduled maintenance.

The analysis and examples in this paper show that Damage
Accumulation offers the ability to not only identify
traditional rotating machinery faults, but also identify adverse
operation conditions that damage machines, leading to
reduced component life and unexpected failures.

When applied to a typical pump, CBM offers $900 of savings
per 100 hp. annually (Sullivan, et al., 2002) relative to
reactive maintenance costs (shown in graph below). The US
Department of Energy estimates that 55% of maintenance is
performed using high cost reactive approaches (Piotrowski,
2001). Thus, it is evident that there are great opportunities to
improve profitability by moving to a more enlightened
approach to maintenance in general.

2. CONDITION BASED MAINTENANCE
Optimizing maintenance practices is essential to maximizing
profitability in industrial markets. Maintenance affects
profitability by influencing downtime, failure-related
collateral damage, energy efficiency, component life and
most importantly, safety of employees.
Traditional approaches to optimizing maintenance focuses on
planning part replacement times based on historical
distributions of failure times and expected part lives. In most
industries, the distribution of failure times and types is wide
due to a range of difficult to control variables in an industrial
environment, including the quality and precision of the
routine maintenance. This leads to overly conservative
maintenance and unexpected failures.
Condition Base Maintenance (CBM) reduces overly
conservative maintenance by measuring the health of a
component or machine and then tailoring maintenance to fit
the specific needs at a particular point in time, thus
accommodating variation in usage conditions and operational
load.

Figure 1. Benefits of performing maintenance proactively
using CMB and wireless sensors.
In practice, CBM is enabled by using 1) periodic route-based
inspections including vibration monitoring, or 2)
instrumenting of equipment with wired sensors and
continuously monitoring operation parameters and vibration.
Route monitoring is typically performed with hand-held

Figure 2. Typical cost saving associated with reactive,
predictive, and preventative maintenance for pumps.
3. LIMITATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL CBM TOOLS
Route-based monitoring in part addresses the need for broad
application of condition monitoring, but it lacks capability to
catch many failures for the following reasons: 1) routemonitoring is done under controlled conditions (generally
fixed load and running speed) so that the data can accurately
be compared to a bench mark taken in a similar operating
scenario, 2) it is performed on an infrequent basis due to the
cost of manually acquiring data, and 3) hard to reach
locations are rarely monitored or not at all.
The vast majority of machine failures, 89% reported in one
study, are unexpected and only 11% are related to traditional
machine wear out (Nowlan & Heap, 1978). These
unexpected failures occur due to improper installation,
maintenance, environmental conditions, or operating loads
and speeds. In practice, such conditions can change rapidly
and do not follow traditional, Potential Failure -Failure
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commonly known a P-F curves. Severe damage may be
intermittent and go unnoticed for months or years. For
example, cavitation in a pumping system is often intermittent
and nearly always overlooked by conventional, diagnostic,
route-based (periodic inspections) monitoring.

reference, 10% of global electrical energy production is
consumed by pumps, which are only one part of the BoP (ISO
10816, 2015).

Similarly, machine resonance during spin-up and spin-down
is not recognized by conventional diagnostics even though
significant damage can occur during these transient operating
conditions. Excessive loading and most faults in
reciprocating equipment are intermittent and rarely
considered by most diagnostic methods. This is because the
root cause of damage in many cases is not directly related to
a particular fault, and, therefore, the conditions that cause the
damage in the first place often do not match a fault indicator
anyway. In such cases, fault conditions are treated as outliers
or are filtered out by fault indicator data analysis. Using
route-monitoring, these conditions generally aren’t observed
at all. Only in certain cases do coincidentally timed
inspections identify such conditions and enable them to be
addressed with conventional diagnostics.

SmartDiagnostics is a wireless vibration monitoring tool that
is low cost and offers near real time monitoring, which in part
enables continuous monitoring in the BoP. In particular,
SmartDiagnostics provides near real-time monitoring at a
cost point that is 10-20 times less than that of a wired system
and a few orders of magnitude more data than a route-based
approach.

Wired sensor (permanently installed) condition monitoring
technology has proven to be highly valuable for enabling
CBM in highly critical applications such as power generation
turbines. However, BoP assets such as pumps and motors
have not benefited from online monitoring owing to the high
capital cost—and in particular the high installation cost—of
wired monitoring systems. For example, a 10 point wired
real-time vibration monitoring solution, with 50 meter cable
lengths, costs $13,497 per sensor ($134,970 total) (Emerson
Process, 2015). The benefits of continuous monitoring has
been well established, but the cost has only been justifiable
for rare cases of high capital cost equipment.
The data acquisition is only one challenge with applying
CBM methodologies. In most cases, advanced diagnostics
and prognostics are also problematic to apply practically in
the BoP because they require some combination of large
historical fault data sets and detailed machine failure analysis.
In addition, both the training data and the fault analysis are
specific to a given application. For example, pumps in certain
paper manufacturing facilities fail due to circumstances such
as overheating and starvation, while the same pump in a lube
oil system in an aluminum rolling facility may fail due to
bearing wear or water contamination of the lube oil. These
requirements and practical considerations make such detailed
implementations too expensive to justify application to the
BoP. At present, the current state of the art in prognostics is
only practical for high capital cost equipment such as
helicopters, turbines, etc.
In fact, the research in this area has little hope for addressing
the broader need for wide scale, automated, and broadly
applicable diagnostics and prognostics because funding for
such development is focused almost exclusively on high
value assets, despite the fact that the BoP market dwarfs the
rest of the industrial machinery market. As a point of

4. IMPROVED CBM FOR THE BALANCE OF PLANT

Figure 3. The large market for CBM is enabled by low cost
wireless online monitoring.
SmartDiagnostics infrastructure cost is low, based on
innovation in low power wireless communication, M2M
infrastructure, cloud computing, and simple web based user
interfaces.

Figure 4. Typical low power wireless network for online
condition monitoring.

5. THE BIG DATA PROBLEM
To fully derive value from monitoring large numbers of
equipment in near real time, the data measured using tools
such as SmartDiagnostics, needs to be efficiently reduced and
presented to the maintainer in a form that is easily usable. In
a typical facility with 300 monitoring locations with sensors
reporting 800 line vibration spectrum and time series on a 10
minute interval generates 69 million data points per day.
Even if a diagnostic expert system with advanced vibration
analysis algorithms is used, a host of indicators are required
for each monitoring location. Monitoring the health results
from 300 monitoring points with multiple indicators on a
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frequent schedule is time intensive and impractical in most
cases. For example, monitoring of 1500 indicators (5 per
monitoring point) may be required as machines move through
temporary conditions, like during start up, is a common
scenario. This would generate hundreds of alarm email
notifications, overwhelming users.
Customization of the analysis and health indicators can be
done to help automate the diagnostics, using certain expert
diagnostics solutions. However, this configuration exercise
often results in a brittle diagnostic system which only works
in certain cases. It also is time consuming to implement in
most cases, which erodes the cost-value case for this
technology.
In these cases, a generalized indicator is helpful for early
warning indication of the health of the equipment. This
reduces the number of early warning indicators that are
required and simplifies monitoring. The early warning is then
used to trigger in-depth analysis if a problem is identified.
Peak and RMS indicators are often used for this purpose. In
fact, these two simple time series indicators are used far more
than any other machine health indicator in BoP monitoring
due to the aforementioned practical CBM implementation
challenges. However, Peak and RMS indicators lack
capability to account for impulse behavior, frequency of load
reversals cycles, and nonlinearity of the increase in damage
relative to an increase in vibration amplitude.
6. DAMAGE ACCUMULATION: A NEW MACHINE HEALTH
INDICATOR
The new Damage Accumulation indicator is a stand-alone
composite indication of the “real” damage that a machine is
encountering at a given point in time. This is analogous to the
RealFeel temperature which takes into account humidity and
sunshine in a temperature measurement. Damage
Accumulation uniquely accounts for vibration changes that a
number of other indicators identify, include Peak and RMS,
while also accounting for impulse behavior, frequency of
load reversals cycles, and nonlinearity in the damage to
amplitude relationship.
Damage Accumulation not only is useful as a generalized
diagnostic indicator, it addresses the need for real time
operational monitoring. For example, Damage Accumulation
can indicate changes in machine load which are often
overlooked in detailed analysis such as alignment or bearing
analysis.
Operational monitoring is important because load and speeds
can be adjusted in many cases if its effect on the machine life
is estimated and understood. This is a key value in real-time,
persistent monitoring versus route-based monitoring because
the critical data in this type of analysis occurs during
unexpected conditions that are not known apriori and,
therefore, not selected for analysis using route monitoring.

Operational monitoring is differentiated from machine
diagnostics because precursors relating to the operating
conditions that lead to the initiation of faults are monitored
rather than the faults themselves. Such precursors are
generally unexpected loading conditions that lead to damage.
Damage Accumulation leverages the idea that machines fail
as a result of repetitive applied loading that slowly leads to
fault growth. In other words, most machines fail at a
fundamental level due to fatigue or weakening of a
component’s material caused by repeatedly applied loads.
For example, most bearing damage initiates in this way,
unbalance and misalignment progresses due to intermittent
excessive loading, weld joints and bolts fatigue and crack,
and many other forms of wear are initiated by cyclic
overloading. The nominal maximum stress that causes such
damage may be much less than the ultimate or even yield
strength of the material. In these cases, microscopic cracks
form at the stress concentrations near the surface at persistent
slip bands (PSBs) and grain interfaces (Manson & Halford,
2006). Eventually a crack will reach a critical size, and
propagate until fracture. This general fatigue damage growth
behavior links most machine faults and adverse operating
conditions, thereby providing an opportunity to create a
generalize indicator, Damage Accumulation, and use it
universally, in a similar way to how Peak and RMS are used.
Damage Accumulation builds on this fundamental cyclic
loading failure concept and extends it generally to
mechanical systems. Although not all mechanical systems
fail due to traditional fatigue, the vast majority of faults grow
in a way that matches this underlying material degradation
mechanism. This approach accepts the approximate nature of
vibration-based, fatigue monitoring because often the
objective of this monitoring approach is to address the
adverse conditions that lead to failure rather than estimate the
precise failure time.
The generalization and broadness of the applicability of
damage growth monitoring is clear when considering a
general form where L, the life given by the number of
repeated stress cycles before failure is inversely related to the
applied stress or load, τ, raised to a power, n, which is a
component or material property.
𝐿~

1

(1)

𝜏𝑛

This relation, when shown on log-log scale is straight line.
For most materials, decreasing stress levels have a
diminishing impact on life, which is accounted for in some
cases by a fatigue stress limit (τl), where the component life
is given by:
1

𝐿~ (𝜏−𝜏 )𝑛
𝑙

(2)
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Some vacuum-processed steels, such as AISI 52100, exhibit
load-life exponents of 4 for ball bearings and 5 for roller
bearings, instead of the typical value of 3 given in the ISO
standard (Zaretsky, 2010).
Notice the similarities between Eq. 1 and 2, where the ratio
of CD to Peq is a relative bearing load value (analogues to 1/τ)
and p is related to the bearing properties (analogues to n in
Eq. 1). The underlying similarity to fatigue damage growth
exists because bearing surface fatigue damage eventually
leads to small cracks that in turn lead to pitting, excessive
bearing wear, and eventual failure (ISO 281, 2007).

Figure 5. Generalized Fatigue Life Degradation Trend.

6.1. Vibration as a Relative Measure of Cyclic Stress
Notice that the damage is not proportional to the stress
amplitude, rather it is proportional to amplitude raised to a
power that typically depends on material properties. The
exponent is important because small increases in loading can
result in large increases in damage. For example, a few short
impulse with a 10 g amplitude, which is often filtered out and
ignored in frequency analysis, can be responsible for more
damage than a 1 g continuous vibration that occurs over a few
hours of operation.
The application of fatigue life relationships to machine
component life is common and is exemplified by ISO
Standard 281 for rolling bearings, which uses this same basic
relationship. This standard specifies that bearing life is given
by the following relationship (Zaretsky, 2010)
𝐿10 = (

𝐶𝐷

𝑃𝑒𝑞

𝑃

)

(3)

In Eq. 2, L10 is the point at which a bearing has a 90%
probability of survival or a 10% probability of failure, CD is
the dynamic load capacity or the theoretical load on the
bearing that will result in an L10 life of one million inner-race
revolutions, Peq is the radial load on the bearing, and p is the
load-life exponent.

The Damage Accumulation formulation is derived from the
same power relationship but uses the following high-cycle
(materials behaving elastically) metal fatigue form,
commonly known as the Basquin equation (Basquin, 1910).
1

𝑠𝑖 𝑏

𝑁𝑖 = ( 𝑎)
𝑆𝑓

(4)

In this relationship, Ni is the number of stress reversal cycles
to failure for a given loading i, 𝑠𝑎𝑖 is the alternating stress, b
is the fatigue strength exponent, and sf is the fatigue strength
coefficient and is approximately equal to the true fracture
stress. This is simplified by generalizing the relative load
parameter to 𝐴 = 𝑠𝑓 𝑚 and define a load factor 𝑚 = − 1⁄𝑏 in
the following equation
𝑁 𝑖 ≡ 𝐴(𝑠𝑎𝑖 )−𝑚

(5)

Similar to the simple form in Eq. 1, the exponent m is
application dependent, greater and zero, and typically ranges
between 1 and 6 for mechanical structures and systems (ISO
281, 2007; Ragan & Manuel, 2007; Rychlik, 2013; Giyanani,
2013).

Bearing Life as a % of Rated
Life

Table 1. Typical load exponent values (m).
120%
100%

m
3

80%
60%
40%

5
6

Application
standard value for crack-growth-dominated
process, applicable to sharply notched or
welded structures10,11
valid for many engineering components
glass fiber12

20%
0%
100% 120% 140% 160% 180% 200%
Actual Bearing Load as a % of Rated Load

Figure 6. Expected bearing life versus bearing load.

Considering Eq. 5, fatigue damage monitoring requires strain
or stress measurements at the critical points where failure is
expected to occur or at key locations that can be used to
characterize the stress state of the component. Measuring
strain sensors is impractical in an industrial setting because
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of the high cost of installing and sustaining wired strain
sensors. In certain cases, such as helicopter rotor monitoring,
strain sensors have been placed at critical locations that can
be used to determine the stress or load state of the component.
Using tools such as SmartDiagnostics, vibration can be much
more easily and cost effectively monitored than strain or
stress. Relating vibration measurements to localized stress at
the essential target failure location requires a transfer
function. To this end, the following simple linear relationship
between acceleration and stress can be used in many cases,
𝑠𝑎𝑖 ∝ 𝑎𝑖

In addition, depending on the structure between the sensor
(acceleration measurement location) and the critical stress
location, displacement or velocity may relate more closely to
stress rather than acceleration. This can be determined by
considering the basic architecture of the structure. Three
scenarios for relating stress to acceleration, velocity and
displacement are shown below.

(6)

where ai is the vibration amplitude for a given cycle. For
example, dynamic loading from shaft unbalance or
misalignment can cause a machine to vibrate. The
acceleration measured on the exterior of the machine is
loosely linked to localized stress through Newton’s second
law. This is valid if the machine components are massive,
are elastically linear, and have low material damping. In most
cases, the critical stress at the critical fault location is
proportional to the inertial forces that in turn can be estimated
based on acceleration measurements. For this to be valid, the
vibration measurement needs to be directly in or near the
transmission path of the dynamic loading that is causing the
stress variations. This generalization for relating stress to
vibration is necessary to simplify the application of Damage
Accumulation.
If the accelerometer cannot be located near the dynamic
loading transmission paths, then a more comprehensive
modeling approach may be required. This is because the local
vibration modes of the structure may create a frequency
dependence in the relationship between acceleration and
stress. In addition, if multiple load transmission paths to the
critical stress location exist, then multiple vibration
monitoring points may be required. The relationship between
stress and acceleration at multiple points (𝑎1 , 𝑎2 …) can then
take on the following linear form
𝑠𝑎 = ∑𝑘 𝑎𝑘 𝐻𝑘 (𝑓)

modes and multiple critical failure locations, a damage factor
for each one may be required.

(7)

where the transfer function 𝐻𝑘 (𝑓) is a frequency dependent
parameter. Other models that account for nonlinear weighting
of the contribution of the vibration measurements can also be
used in certain cases. In the case where one acceleration input
is used, the transfer function could be measured practically
using a strain measurements and the accelerometer. Often,
this is a challenge because the critical stress is in a difficult to
reach location. If multiple acceleration measurements are
used as inputs, determining the transfer functions is a more
involved process. In complex structures with multiple failure

Figure 7. Conceptual model for associating vibration and
stress.
𝑠 ~ 𝐹 ~ 𝑚𝑥̈ ~ 𝑎
~ 𝑐𝑥̇ ~ 𝑣
~ 𝑘𝑥 ~ 𝑑

(8)

In most cases, the structure that the sensor is mounted to is
massive relative to the mount stiffness and internal damping
or mounting damping forces of the structure, and, therefore,
acceleration is used to estimate Damage Accumulation
(previously shown in Eq. 6). In certain other cases where
damping forces are significant, such as in journal bearing and
some soft foot cases, velocity is a better basis for calculating
Damage Accumulation. In rare cases, the structural loading
is driven by stiffness and displacement and is used in the
Damage Accumulation calculation. This is generally only
useful for low speed excitation and light-weight or truss
structures.
The significance of high frequency content is an additional
factor that can be used to help decide whether to use
acceleration, velocity, or displacement. Acceleration
emphasizes the contribution of high frequency vibration,
while, conversely, displacement emphasizes the contribution
of low frequency vibration.
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And substituting Eq. 9 into Eq. 10 gives

6.2. Damage Model
This paper focuses on the case where the stress is
proportional to acceleration as shown in Eq. 6. In this case,
Eq. 6 can be substituted into Eq. 5. Lumping the machine
specific characteristics in the constant C, which is equivalent
to A in Eq. 5, gives the following generalized estimate for
component life.
𝑁 𝑖 ≅ 𝐶(𝑎𝑖 )−𝑚

(8)

In Eq. 8, consideration of the fatigue life limit or endurance
limit is not included. One way to account for the fatigue life
limit is to subtract a threshold acceleration amplitude, at,
from each cycle. This method also mitigates the erroneous
influence of noise because cycles below the endurance
threshold at do not contribute to the damage estimate
estimation.
𝑁 𝑖 ≅ 𝐶(𝑎𝑖 − 𝑎𝑡 )−𝑚

(9)

Selecting the endurance threshold at requires engineering
judgement unless the stress-acceleration transfer function is
measured and valid for the specific application. Considering
the effort required to determine at, and that it is not accounted
for in bearing life calculations (ISO Standard 281), at should
be chosen to be small, but larger than the noise floor of the
sensor.
This analysis does not consider the mean stress on a
component because the measured DC acceleration signal is
not necessarily referenced to a neutral stress state.
Compensating for mean stress would shift the fatigue life
curve in Figure 5 vertically. The shift direction depends on
the sense of the stress. In this analysis, mean stress is not
accounted for.
Borrowing again from fatigue analysis methods, Miner’s rule
can be applied in conjunction with Eq. 9. Miner’s rule states
that part life is decremented by a linear combination of cycles
for each given load. This approach allows load cycles of
different amplitudes to be treated independently and summed
to provide a composite damage estimate as follows:

𝐷 = ∑ 𝐷𝑖
𝑖

(10)

where
𝐷𝑖 =

𝑛𝑖
𝑁𝑖

1

𝐷 ≅ ∑𝑖 𝑛𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 − 𝑎𝑡 )𝑚
𝐶

(11)

where ni is the number of cycles at a given load condition.
Component failure occurs when D approaches a value of 1.
Because this method presumes no absolute knowledge of the
machine mechanics to determine the parameter C and the
prior loading and maintenance history is not known, the
damage accumulation rate relative to a known, baseline
damage rate D is used for computing R, the Damage
Accumulation, as
𝑅≅

𝑑

𝐷

( )

𝑑𝑡 𝐷′

(12)

SmartDiagnostics captures a time series block of vibration
data every few minutes. This intermittent nature of the
acquisitions offers the opportunity to assess damage rate each
time a new block of data is received. The damage and
baseline rates are calculated as a sum of the loading cycles
raised to the m power divided by the sample duration ∆t.
The Damage Accumulation metric is then given by
𝑅≅

1
∑ 𝑛𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 − 𝑎𝑡 )𝑚 ⁄𝐵
∆𝑡
𝑖

where the baseline is calculated as
𝐵=

(13)

1
∑ 𝑛𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 − 𝑎𝑡 )𝑚
∆𝑡𝐵
𝑖

The baseline B may be averaged over multiple blocks of data
to increase accuracy. Similarly, the rate R can be averaged
over a moving period that is specified to be less than the load
or speed variation of the machine. This is an adjustment that
can be set for each particular application. A Rainflow
counting algorithm such as that specified in ASTM Standard
E1049 -85 can be used for digesting a signal into cycles at
each load amplitude (ASTM E1049, 2011).
One important distinction between Damage Accumulation
and other time series analysis indicators (i.e., Peak and RMS)
is its relative nature, which therefore necessitates use of a
baseline. A baseline is important in most cases anyway
because most installations vary considerably from their
normal operations with prescribed acceptable vibration
levels, making standards such as ISO Standard 10816
impractical to use.
The seemingly arbitrary selection of the endurance threshold,
the transfer function between vibration and critical stress, and
the baseline is a reality in the practical application of Damage
Accumulation. This is acceptable because vibration
diagnostics is probabilistic, and approximate since vibration
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7. DAMAGE ACCUMULATION IN PRACTICE
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CASE I: Infrequent Impulse
1.5
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The usefulness of Damage Accumulation as a key indicator
of machine faults or operational problems is clarified in the
following test bed example and in a high pressure pump field
application. The test bed shown in Figure 8 consists of a
motor, gearbox, shaft and pulley driveline. It includes a
controllable shaft unbalanced, a flexible shaft coupling with
adjustable parallel shaft misalignment, and an adjustable soft
foot.

BASELINE

Amplitude (g)

characteristics are symptoms that are not part of an exclusive
causal relationship with most faults. In general, the
approximate nature of the Damage Accumulation analysis is
in line with the overarching diagnostics limitations of
vibration monitoring.

1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5

Figure 8. Bench test bed for fault testing.

7.1. Bench Demonstration
Vibration data was acquired using the SmartDiagnostics
sensor located on a pillow block. The sensor acquired an 800
line spectrum and used a sampling frequency of 1024 Hz. An
m (recall the load parameter in Eq. 5) of 3 was used in all
demonstrations.
Damage Accumulation’s application for identifying and
quantifying the severity of knocking or impulse behavior is
considered first. This type of behavior is often observed in
reciprocating equipment or machines with loose components.
Traditional frequency domain and time series methods do not
accurately characterize the damage created by impulse shock
loading or severity of vibration of this type (ISO 10816,
2015).
Impulse vibration cases are considered in this
analysis to emphasize the broad applicability of Damage
Accumulation compared to traditional vibration monitoring
using Peak, RMS, or frequency spectrum analysis. Two
cases were considered: one with an infrequent impulse (Case
1) and one with a frequent periodic impulse (Case II).

1.5

Amplitude (g)

Sensor location

Time (s)
CASE II: Periodic Impulse
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5

Time (s)

Figure 9. Machine condition baseline and shock impulse
fault cases.
The change in the RMS, Peak, 1X, and the Damage
Accumulation amplitude relative to the baseline is shown in
Table 2. The 1X value is found by performing a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the time series using a Flat Top window,
and evaluating the amplitude in a narrow frequency band
corresponding to the fundamental (1X) running speed of the
machine. Damage Accumulation is calculated using Eq. 13.
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Case II
884%
68%
318%
19%

In these example cases, the value in Damage Accumulation
as a generalized indicator is demonstrated relative to
traditional metrics including RMS, Peak, and 1X, based on
the following observations:
1) Damage Accumulation increases as a result of short
duration impulses, thereby characterizing the damaging
impulse loading.
2) The higher Damage Accumulation for Case I than Case II
accurately captures the higher level of damage caused by
frequent impulses. Note that the Peak measurement
doesn’t capture this difference.
3) The small 15% change in the RMS value for Case I
indicates that it is a poor metric for identifying and
monitoring impulse behavior.
4) Frequency spectrum analysis (1X amplitude in this case)
is only useful when the impulses occur frequently or on a
consistent basis where envelope analysis can be used.
Damage Accumulation is also valuable for monitoring
common machine faults such as unbalance, misalignment,
and soft foot. Frequency spectrum and key indicators are
shown in Figure 10 for these three faults. In this analysis, the
sampling frequency was set to 256 Hz with 800 lines of
spectral resolution.
Any number of indicators can be used to identify the presence
of these vibration faults including Peak, RMS, vibration
spectral bands (1X, 2X, and 3X). The 3X band, rather than
the more typical 2X band, shows elevated levels for the
misalignment case due to the particular design of the 3-finger
flexible shaft coupler. The frequency band analysis is
performed as previously mentioned for fault Cases I and II.
However, the results in Figure 10 emphasized that Damage
Accumulation identifies the presence of impulsive behavior
as well as common faults, which enables broad applicability
of Damage Accumulation for a diverse range of machines and
machine failure modes. This is not surprising considering the
general nature of Damage Accumulation’s fatigue life
foundation.

0.05

Increase over Baseline

Baseline
Unbalanced

0.04

Amplitude (g)

Case I
186%
15%
354%
1%

0.03

Damage
RMS
Peak
1X
2X
3X

647%
109%
97%
468%
17%
-38%

0.02
0.01
0
0

50

100

Frequency (Hz)
CASE IV: Misalignment

Increase over Baseline

0.05

Damage
RMS
Peak
1X
2X
3X

0.04

Amplitude (g)

Increase Relative to Baseline
Damage Accumulation
RMS
Peak
1X

CASE III: Unbalance

0.03
0.02

854%
138%
57%
-23%
-47%
277%
Baseline
Misaligned

0.01
0
0

50

100

Frequency (Hz)
CASE V: Soft Foot
0.05

Baseline
Soft Foot

0.04

Amplitude (g)

Table 2. Comparison of Damage Accumulation to Peak,
RMS, and 1X for fault Case I, II.

0.03

Increase over Baseline
Damage
732%
RMS
95%
Peak
96%
1X
76%
2X
-44%
3X
102%

0.02
0.01
0
0

50

100

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 10. Induced fault results for unbalance,
misalignment, and soft-foot cases.
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Hydraulic fracturing pump and, in particular, fluid end wear
are caused by complex combinations of low suction pressure,
excessive outlet pressure, excessively high or low pumping
speeds, valve wear, packing failure, debris, damper
malfunction, and interdependent adjacent pump interaction.
One of the main underlying effects of these problems is
intermittent cavitation and resulting high pressure impulses
in the fluid, causing high wear and fatigue rates. Such
impulses dramatically shorten pump fluid end life from an
expected life of 1000 hrs. to as little as 350 hrs.
In this particular application, the pump speeds and pressures
are only controlled within predefined ranges for the purpose
of achieving the intended hydraulic fracturing outcome in the
well. Machine and component wear is rarely considered and
or even evaluated as an input to help define how to operate
the pumps. Damage Accumulation is useful in this
application because it enables a useful estimation of the
severity of impulse pumping behavior. This information is
used in real time to fine tune the pump speeds and pressures,
diagnose problematic components (damper malfunction,
blocked suction lines, etc.) and avoid high severity
conditions.

1.5

Amplitude (g)

The efficacy of Damage Accumulation was further evaluated
for identifying and quantifying the severity of adverse
operating conditions in high pressure pumping applications.
In particular, it was applied to hydraulic fracturing in oil and
natural gas well completion where pump components rapidly
wear and contribute to high downtime costs and safety
incidents. Pump fluid ends exhibit valve wear, plunger seal
(packing) failure, and in certain cases, fluid manifold
cracking. In addition, fluid-induced mechanical resonance in
the high pressure piping can cause large transients where the
pipes vibrate violently. This leads to excessively high
bending loads in unions and mounts, accelerated fatigue, and
ultimately high-pressure leaks or catastrophic mechanical
failure.

Hundreds of SmartDiagnostics accelerometers have been
used to monitor hydraulic fracturing pumping operations.
The following plot shows a typical impulse as measured
using a SmartDiagnostics wireless accelerometer mounted on
the outside of the pump fluid end. The Baseline or normal
pump acceleration time series is shown in the lower plot. The
upper, problematic time series has a Damage Accumulation
of 16.2 (1620%), which is relative to the baseline of 1.0 for
the lower plot. This high level indictor value for this
particular data set accurately shows the true severity and
expected damage that these pumps are incurring. An m value
of 3 was used in this evaluation. This particular impulse
occurred at the start of a fracturing stage where the pumps
were being brought up to their full operational speed. This
impulse behavior can be minimized or avoided by tailoring
certain pump conditions at startup. Without this type of
monitoring, the wear caused by this type of impulse goes
unnoticed.

Impulse time series Damage: 16.1

1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5
0.0

0.1

0.1

Time (s)

0.2

0.2

1.5
1.0

Amplitude (g)

7.2. Field Example

Baseline time series Damage: 1.0

0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5
0.0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

Time (s)
Figure 12. Reciprocating hydraulic fracturing pump
vibration impulse and baseline time series.

Figure 11. Hydraulic fracturing pump with
SmartDiagnostics sensors.

Large savings are realized by using Damage Accumulation
monitoring in these applications because fluid ends cost on
an order of $70,000 and downtime typically costs $20,000/hr.
Over a 6 month period, SmartDiagnostics and Damage
Accumulation were shown to reduce Non-Productive Time
(NPT) by 2 hours per day, saving $40,000 per day in certain
applications.
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8. CONCLUSION
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Damage Accumulation is broadly applicable because its
foundation is rooted in the fundamental and universal idea
that most machines fail as a result of repetitive applied
loading that slowly leads to fault growth. In other words,
most machines fail, at a fundamental level, due to fatigue or
weakening of a component’s material caused by repeatedly
applied loads. Relative to traditional vibration analysis,
Damage Accumulation uniquely accounts for the
contribution of repeated load reversal cycles to component
damage and the nonlinearity in the relationship between
damage and vibration amplitude.
In this paper, Damage Accumulation was shown to indicate
the presence of unbalance, misalignment, and soft foot faults
on a test stand. This indicator was further evaluated on a high
pressure hydraulic pump. In these cases, it more
comprehensively captured the machine faults than traditional
time series and frequency spectrum analysis techniques,
thereby showing that Damage Accumulation simplifies the
application of continuous monitoring. In these cases, it also
was shown to recognize commonly overlooked time varying
symptoms in machines which are not properly handled by
traditional vibration diagnostic frequency analysis or time
series analysis.
It is worth noting that Damage Accumulation is a simple time
domain calculation that can be performed using low power
microprocessors.
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